OUR FUTURE NOW

Calisthenics in Australia
A whole of sport Strategic Plan for enhanced collaboration and growth within
the Australian Calisthenics community between 2019 and 2023.
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WHAT IS “OUR FUTURE NOW”?
Our vision is for all elements of the Calisthenics Community to work together to lead a unified, thriving sport in Australia — the result of which is that “Australia knows and
loves Calisthenics”.
We believe Calisthenics can improve health and social outcomes for all Australians through involvement in our sport. Calisthenics Australia (CA) and the State and Territory
Member Organisations (MOs) will now use this Strategic Plan to work together to achieve our vision and ensure the prosperous future of the sport of Calisthenics in
Australia.
Our Future Now is the first ever “whole of sport” Strategic Plan for Calisthenics, designed to guide the positive collaboration and effectiveness of all elements of our sport.
Our Future Now provides the blueprint for how CA will work in open collaboration with MOs to drive the increased capacity, relevance and effectiveness of Calisthenics
across Australia.
“Our Future Now” has been developed to:

Provide vision and direction to the Australian Calisthenics community;
Guide the future growth and capacity of the Australian Calisthenics community;
Encourage coordination, cooperation and collaboration amongst the Australian Calisthenics community;
Ensure the relevance of Calisthenics within the Australian sport and active recreation sector is maximised;
Ensure the successful and sustainable future of Calisthenics in what is a rapidly changing Australian sporting landscape; and
Assist the Australian Calisthenics community to communicate the plan, believe in it; live it!

We recognise the unique roles and responsibilities each section of the Australian Calisthenics community has, and the importance of each of these roles — we are all in this
together! We also recognise that while we share a common vision for the sport of Calisthenics in Australia, each MO may also have their own strategic focus areas and
priorities, which may be relevant only to them. Nevertheless, we are all committed to working together to achieve a “whole of sport” strategic planning approach and our
“whole of sport” vision.
As we work together to achieve our vision for Calisthenics in Australia, we will seek to always demonstrate our core values of Collaboration, Leadership, Inclusion and
Progression and the behaviours associated with these values at every level of the sport.
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DEVELOPED BY CALISTHENICS FOR CALISTHENICS
Creating the best Strategic Plan to move the sport forward across Australia has taken careful thought and consideration, as well as time and contributions from all
stakeholders involved in our sport around Australia. A summary of the work completed in the lead up to developing “Our Future Now” is presented below.

Independent CA Governance Review

1-day Strategic Planning Forum —
attended by all MOs

Comprehensive Document and Data
Review — looking into all layers of the sport

OUR
FUTURE NOW
Detailed Strategic Plan Preliminary
Findings and Opportunities Paper

Nationwide Stakeholder e-Survey

1-on-1 Stakeholder Interviews
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A NECESSARY SHIFT IN
FOCUS
The changing and dynamic nature of the Australian sporting landscape, as
well as social, political and financial factors, means the sustained success
of Calisthenics in Australia is far from assured. Realising this, CA and MOs
have identified some fundamental changes that need to be made in the
way we work together, to ensure we embrace broad collaboration and
inclusion to achieve our collective potential.
CA and MOs will work openly and collaboratively, together with the
broader Australian Calisthenics community, as well as other key partners,
to ensure we maximise our current and future relevance and resources;
and to optimise our effective responsiveness in these rapidly changing
times.
“Our Future Now” has been developed within the context of
recommendations made in Sport Australia’s Intergenerational Review of
Australian Sport 2017 and the Sport 2030 Plan, released in 2018. There
are many forces at work affecting people’s opportunities for sport
participation and the enjoyment of active, social recreation — all of which
we are aware of and we have used this understanding to help craft “Our
Future Now”.
Sport 2030 outlines Sport Australia’s bold vision of “ensuring Australia is
the world’s most active and healthy nation, known for our integrity and
sporting success”. We want to play a part in this vision coming to life and
“Our Future Now” will help us do this!
All elements of the Australian Calisthenics community believe in our
common vision, purpose and values, together with the strategic priorities
and projects we have identified in this plan. This is why our sport will
achieve its potential over the coming 5 years and beyond.
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OUR COLLECTIVE

OUR BEHAVIOURAL

To work together to lead a unified, thriving
sport in Australia — the result of which is that
“Australia knows and loves Calisthenics”.

It is our behaviours that will drive everything
we do individually and collectively and bring
our values to life. We will reflect a positive,
collaborative and respectful approach to
working effectively and transparently with all
within the Australian Calistheincs community.

Vision

OUR COLLECTIVE

Purpose

For the Australian Calisthenics community to
work together to get more Australians
engaging with Calisthenics in meaningful and
positive ways.

Framework

CALISTHENICS
“OUR WAY!”
VISION, PURPOSE,
VALUES, PEOPLE AND
PRIORITIES

We will live a what’s possible mindset,
underpinned by everyone involved, owning
the positive role they play in us achieving our
collective vision.

OUR

People
OUR COLLECTIVE

Values

Collaboration: Means working together to
achieve our goals — You, Me, Us.
Leadership: Means being bold, brave and
achieving results.

The future strength of our sport lies in our
people — participants, athletes, parents,
caregivers, coaches, adjudicators, boards,
committees and staff at all levels of the sport,
sponsors, volunteers, all levels of government
and all other friends of Calisthenics.

OUR COLLECTIVE

Priorities

1-Cali (Our Business Model) — We will work
collaboratively, though aligned structures,
systems and behaviours, to build a sustainable
national sports business.

Inclusion: Means we respect each other, our
sport, our potential and our differences.

Participation — We will make Calisthenics
more accessible, relevant and rewarding for
all.

Progression: Means we do everything we can
to be better tomorrow than we are today; and
we inspire people to connect and participate.

Profile — We will enhance the Calisthenics
brand and connect it with more people
nationally.
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Performance — We will develop athletes who
inspire and excite.

OUR PROOF POINTS
STRATEGIC PRIORITY AREA 1

1-Cali
(Our Business Model)
Contemporary good practice governance structures and systems are
in place at all layers of the sport.
A collaborative and aligned approach to organisational planning and
management is in place between CA and all MOs.
Standardised policies and procedures (where relevant and beneficial)
are in place at all layers of the sport.
Contemporary digital / technology systems are used to support all
layers of the sport.
Increased government revenue annually.
Increased non-government revenue annually.
All CA managed events delivering a positive commercial return.
Increased total annual (whole of sport) revenue of 50% by 2023.
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HOW WE WILL MEASURE
OUR SUCCESS

OUR PROOF POINTS
STRATEGIC PRIORITY AREA 2

Participation
Increased number of school aged members annually.
Admission to Sport Australia’s Sporting Schools Program.
National membership growth of >5% annually.
Improved national member retention rates annually.
Increased number of coaches and adjudicators becoming accredited
annually.
Increased retention of active, accredited coaches and adjudicators
annually.
Increased progression of coaches and adjudicators through the CA
accreditation pathways annually.
Increased number of participation program participants annually.
Increased % of male members and participation program participants
annually.
Additional facilities being used to deliver the sport annually.
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HOW WE WILL MEASURE
OUR SUCCESS

OUR PROOF POINTS
STRATEGIC PRIORITY AREA 3

Proﬁle
Calisthenics Australia and all State / Territory Member Organisations
utilising consistent, effective and widely recognised branding.
Increased percentage of Calisthenics members who recognise CA as
the peak governing body for the sport nationally and understand its
key roles.
Increased percentage of Calisthenics members who recognise their
State / Territory Member Organisation as the peak governing body
for the sport in their State / Territory and understand its key roles.
Improved digital, social media and mainstream media metrics
annually.
The development and promotion of more contemporary digital
content.
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HOW WE WILL MEASURE
OUR SUCCESS

OUR PROOF POINTS
STRATEGIC PRIORITY AREA 4

Performance
All MOs positively participating in all National events.
A talent development pathway in place, enabling talented athletes to
effectively transition into state and national level athletes.
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HOW WE WILL MEASURE
OUR SUCCESS

One-Cali
(Our Business Model)
Implementation of the Calisthenics Australia
Post Governance Review Action Plan.
MO Planning Alignment Project — designed
to assist MOs to develop plans aligned to "Our
Future Now".
Whole of sport shared services model —
designed to more effectively access and share
resources, systems and services between CA
and MOs - e.g. human resources, commercial
activities, financial management and digital /
IT systems, policies and procedures,
intellectual property, etc.
Digital Strategy — designed to ensure digital
systems, tools and activities help all elements
of the Australian Calisthenics community to
more effectively and efficiently manage our
business

Participation
Whole of sport Participant Pathway
Framework (FTEM) project.
Participation Growth Strategy — designed to
increase the number of people engaging in
our sport at all levels, in all roles and in all
environments, in line with the Participant
Pathway Framework — include the
development of specific participation
programs / products (e.g. Cali-Fit + others);
more flexible competition formats; and
partnerships with "like" sports.
Undertake a review of the National Coach
and Adjudicator Development Framework
and implement all endorsed
recommendations.

Performance
Proﬁle
Commercial Strategy (inclusive of branding,
sponsorship and government relations) —
designed to guide our collective activities, as
they relate to maximising the commercial
revenue and government funding supporting
Calisthenics in Australia.
Communications Strategy — designed to
guide our collective activities, as they relate
to maximising the effectiveness and reach of
our internal and external communications.
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Undertake a review of all of the national and
state / territory competitions and talent
development framework and implement all
endorsed recommendations.

OUR PROJECTS
WHAT WE WILL DO

OUR COMMITMENT TO OUR FUTURE
Our Future Now signals the start of an exciting new chapter in the life of Calisthenics in Australia and for everyone within the Cali community. Every stakeholder has a role
to play in helping to deliver Our Future Now, to ensure our sport achieves its immense potential between 2019 and 2023, and beyond.
Through the development of annual / bi-annual operational plans, our activities will be guided by this Strategic Plan, which will be monitored by the CA Board and reviewed
regularly by the State and Territory Advisory Group. Through renewed trust, cooperation, connection and commitment, we can and will achieve the future success and
sustainability of our sport and our vision — that “Australia knows and loves Calisthenics”.

